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LIFE CHANGE: Changing Life’s Apprehensions - 11.01.09

Intro - Me (Orientation)  Today is the first day of November.  A year ago November is the month I lost my 
job.  I sat in my boss’s office while he explained to me that the economy had forced my employer to 
tighten it’s belt.  They would eliminate an entire layer of management that they could live without.  That 
afternoon we called in all the kids and had a family chat.  We explained that for the first time in 29 years of 
working that Dad was without a job.

On that day and on many days since, we have encountered many apprehensions.  What would we do for 
income?  Where would I get another job?  Would we be able to stay in ministry?  Would we be able to 
stay in Mansfield?  What about our youngest girls - both of whom are in college?  Would they be able to 
finish?  And what about health insurance?  We were filled with apprehensions, fears and worries about 
our future.

We asked ourselves some tough questions.  Where was God in all of this?  Hadn’t He called us out of our 
business and into the ministry?  Even though we have been blessed with a new church and new 
opportunities, apprehensions seem ever present.  You know what I mean by apprehensions - the fear of 
fear... the fear of what’s next.  The opposite of rose colored glasses.  The expectation of bad news. 
Dread.

We (Identification)  Can you identify?  Have you lived enough life that you’ve had your own share of 
apprehensions?  The federal government reported Friday the end to the recession. GDP up 3.5% in 3rd 
quarter.  But unemployment still went up.  5.8 million new people lined up for unemployment.  This 
weekend we have said goodbye to our life-long friends, who have been forced to move to Michigan for 
employment.  He has a job.  She’s still looking.  Somehow apprehension creeps in around the corner of 
our lives.  

The economy is not the only source of apprehensions.  This past week we have heard of another long-
time friend, our age, who just received devastating health news.  The cancer they thought was eradicated 
by chemo and radiation has returned with a vengeance.  Do you think they have apprehensions?

Another close friend recently experienced the suicide of her friend’s husband.  The thing of it is, this is not 
the first time suicide has touched our friend.  She has been a brave soul throughout, lending her time and 
support to families who also have suffered from suicide and mental illness.  This gal has done everything 
right, turning the tragedy in her own life into a help for other people.  She has demonstrated great faith.  
And yet how can she not doubt when confronted once again by the tragedy of suicide so close to home?

These are all big life storms, but it can be difficult to avoid apprehensions just with everyday life.  Another 
friend had children home this week with the flu.  Is it swine flu or regular flu?  What about work 
schedules?  The child has to stay home.  Which spouse stays home?  Another friend is single with 
children.  What does he do?  What about the boss?  What about the homework?  Worries.  
Apprehensions.  Fear.

We’ve been talking about life change.  Sometimes life change is good.  But a lot of times it just stinks.  It’s 
forced upon us.  And when it rains, it pours.  The storms of life tests our faith, no matter how faithful we 
have been.  Is it just me, or does it seem like no matter how much you have trusted in God, no matter 
how much FAITH you have had in the past, that each day seems to have the potential to throw all of your 
FAITH right out the window.  What do you do when your apprehensions rob you of your joy and your 
confidence?

Fortunately, God does not leave us wondering what to do about FAITH during the storms of life.  
You may be surprised to learn that of the 125 Christ-issued imperatives in the gospels, that 21 
times he tells us not to be afraid, not fear, to take heart, to have courage, to be of good cheer.  
This is so important that he tells us this much more often than he gives us the imperative of the 
great commandment to love God and neighbor appears only 8 times.  Today I’d like to look at one 
of those “DO NOT FEAR” passages from Matthew 14:22-32.
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God (Illumination)
“Immediately he made the disciples get into the boat and go before him to the other side, while he 
dismissed the crowds.”  Matt 14:22
• One of toughest AND most glorious days of ministry with Jesus.  Just learned about death of John the 

Baptist.  Just fed 5,000 with 5 loaves and 2 fish.  Other gospels tell us they wanted to crown Jesus king.  
He sent them away.

• He MADE the disciples get into that boat!  They were obedient - did what Jesus asked them to do.  He 
sent them into the storm!  (And not for the first time...)

“And after he had dismissed the crowds, he went up on the mountain by himself to pray.  When evening 
came, he was there alone, but the boat by this time was a long way from the land, beaten by the waves, 
for the wind was against them.”  Matt. 14:23-24.
• Can we just be honest?  If you look at this from the disciple’s viewpoint, you gotta ask, “Why is Jesus 

not here?”  Doing what they’re supposed to be doing.  Long way from land, beaten by the waves, the 
wind is against them.

• Does this sound familiar?  Can anyone identify?  I’m doing what I thought you wanted me to do, God.  
I’m out here along way from shore.  I’ve let go of my own safety rope, my own security.  I’m doing what 
YOU asked me to do.  So where are you God?  I’m out here... a LONG way from shore, beaten by the 
waves (making NO headway, NO progress), for the wind was against them (nothing going my way!)

“And in the fourth watch of the night he (Jesus) came to them, walking on the sea.  But when the disciples 
saw him walking on the sea, they were terrified, and said, ‘It is a ghost!’ and they cried out in fear.”  
Matthew 14:25-26.  Can you picture the contrast?  They are exhausted, Jesus is out for a stroll.  They are 
fighting against the waves, Jesus is calmly walking.  Again let’s be honest.  The LAST thing they expected 
- and you or I would have expected - was to see Jesus out walking on the sea.  Impossible under perfect 
conditions.  Even more improbable in storm?  They cried out in fear.  Let’s not miss the combination, 
‘cause affects us:
• physical exhaustion - cold, wet, tired, exhausted 3AM - 6AM
• making no progress - 1 step forward, 2 steps back
• God seems to be no where in the picture, even though He sent us.
• or worse, God seems unaffected or uncaring about our turmoil.

Have you ever wondered why they thought that Jesus was a ghost?  Your first answer would be that NO 
ONE walks on the water.  So they figured the only thing it could be would be something that defies natural  
law and floats along... a ghost.  Except remember this:  they had been hanging out with this guy who had 
been defying natural laws ever since they met him - Jesus.  He healed people impossible to heal.  He fed 
people impossible to feed.  He had already stopped a storm.  Their minds could have been framed to 
expect the unexpected with Jesus.  But in the midst of the storm, they clearly wasn’t looking for Jesus.  
Their fear, their apprehension erased Jesus from their mind.

“But immediately Jesus spoke to them, saying, ‘Take heart, it is I. Do not be afraid.’” Matthew 14:27  
Jesus does care about our fears.  21 times, more times than any other statement, Jesus says “Don’t be 
afraid”:
• Don’t be afraid.  You’re worth more than many sparrows Matt 10:31
• Take courage, son; your sins are forgiven. Matt. 9:2
• I tell you not to worry about everyday life - whether you have enough Mat 6:25
• Don’t be afraid. Just believe. Your daughter will be well. Luke 8:50
• Take courage. I am here! Matt 14:27 NLT
• Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. Matt 10:28
• Do not fear, little flock. Father’s good pleasure to give yu the kingdom Lk 12:32
• Don’t let your hearts be troubled.  Trust in God, and trust also in me. Jn 14:1
• Don’t be troubled or afraid John 14:27
• Why are your frightened?  Why are your hearts filled with doubt? Lk 24:38

Here’s the thing:  You’ve read these statements in your Bibles.  But these disciples had lived it!  They 
were with Jesus during all these experiences.  Their minds knew both truths: (1) Jesus was in charge of 
storms           (2) Jesus cares about our fears.  But in the midst of this storm THEY WEREN’T LOOKING 
FOR JESUS!  They were focused on the storm.
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We don’t know how the others reacted immediately, but Matthew does give us this beautiful glimpse into 
Peter’s reaction.  And Peter answered him, ‘Lord if it is you, command me to come to you on the water.’ 
He said, “Come.’ So Peter got out of the boat and walked on the water and came to Jesus.”  Gotta love 
Peter!  On Jesus’ voice, turns fear into faith.  Peter got out of the boat, out of what he had been trusting 
in.  Only human, besides Jesus, to do the impossible - to walk on the water! 

“But when he saw the wind, he was afraid, and beginning to sink he cried out, ‘Lord, save me.’”  The 
contrast is immediate and obvious.  When Peter was looking at and trusting in Jesus, he walked on the 
water.  BUT when he saw the wind he was afraid.  Have you ever heard this preached: “But Peter took his 
eyes off Jesus and then lost his faith.”  May I say, without offending anyone else who has ever preached 
this, that I don’t think that Peter ever took his eyes off of Jesus.  He still saw Jesus.  AND he saw the 
wind, the waves, and the dangers.  And in the danger of the moment, seeing BOTH Jesus and the 
danger, he doubted.  He believed equally in Jesus and his power to save AS WELL AS in the wind and 
the waves and their power to destroy.  Why do I think that?  

”Jesus immediately  reached out his hand and took hold of him saying to him, ‘O you of little faith, why did 
you doubt?’” Matt. 14:31

διστάζω - the word for doubt, only used twice in Bible, here and Matt 28:17.  Figurative word made from 
the combination of two words.  “dis” twice, two ways.  and tomoz, cutting, sharp.  Literally means “could 
cut two ways.”  Where two ways meet and not knowing which way to go... or the quivering motion of a 
balance when both sides are equal.
Why is this important?  Because it means that Peter EQUALLY saw Jesus and believed in his ability to 
save him AND he saw the waves and the danger and believed in their ability to destroy him.  Note the 
equivalence Jesus gives to this word “doubt” and “O you of little faith.”  

You (Application)

This leads us to the ONE MESSAGE that I want you to have for this talk today:

Either you will take hold of _____________________ will take hold of you. 

FAITH IS A CHOICE.  And it’s a choice we must continuously make.  Not a one time for all time decision.  
Not talking about saving faith.  Talking about the kind of faith that we need to have to know that #1 Jesus 
is present / #2 Jesus has power to make a difference.)

Not only is this a choice, but it’s a choice we must choose over and over again.  Notice how quickly Peter 
chose to have faith (stepped out of the boat) and then defaulted back to fear (saw the wind and waves.)

FAITH IS NOT THE DEFAULT choice.  Our default choice is fear.  If we don’t choose faith, we 
automatically choose fear.  Either you will take hold of faith or fear will take hold of you.  Jesus 
immediately reached out his hand and took hold of him.  “Lord save me” was a choice of faith.  Peter 
didn’t wait until he was sunk, but cried out as he was beginning to sink.  How important is this for us and 
the apprehensions of our life.

FEAR IS MY PROMPT TO CHOOSE FAITH.  The reality of life is that much of the time life seems to be 
going ok... smooth sailing.  While you never stop believing in Jesus and in his presence in your life and in 
his ability to help you in your life, when life is going well you don’t go to Jesus as much.  BUT WHEN 
TIMES ARE TOUGH, when you’re faced with fear that’s when you should be reminded... THIS IS A FAITH 
MOMENT! Either I will take hold of FAITH OR FEAR will take hold of me.

WHY YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS:  If you don’t know this you will be confused by FEAR.  You shouldn’t 
be.  Fear is healthy.  Fear is normal.  It’s like pain.  You don’t want pain, but pain tells you something is 
wrong.  It’s an indicator that something is not right.  FEAR IS LIKE PAIN: an indicator, a reminder, an 
opportunity to remember to be faithful.  An opportunity to see Jesus and remember his presence and 
power.

FAITH OR FEAR
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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?  Wouldn’t it be great if we could simply have a “Faith program” on our cell 
phone or computer and when we recognize fear, we pull out the phone and bring up the app.  Have you 
seen those Apple commercials - “There’s an app for that!” [RUN 30 second AppForFaith.mov]        
Then say, “I have an “A.P.P.” to help you with your FAITH OR FEAR choices:

ADMIT MY FEAR - All too often we bury our heads in the sand about our fears.  What starts off as a fear 
becomes a long-term apprehension - fear seeping into every corner of our lives.  Admit what it is that 
makes you fearful.  Talk about it.  Get it out in the open.  Write it out.  Put it on your mirror or your 
refrigerator.  It’s easier to fight what is visible.  Don’t allow your fears to be stealthy.  Get them out in the 
open.

PRACTICE MY FAITH - All too often we preachers leave this “faith” talk at the point of “just be faithful” 
without ever telling you how to do that.  Faith is not automatic!  It’s not the default choice.  If you want to 
be faithful, then you’ve got to do those things that are not natural to you, that you wouldn’t do normally.  
It’s not enough to just admit your fears; you have to also PRACTICE FAITH.  Start with the small things 
and move to the harder things.  

FAITH OR FEAR CARDS - In each of your programs, you’ll find a FAITH OR FEAR card.  On 
one side it says, “Either I will take hold of FAITH OR FEAR will take hold of me.”  On the other 
side is our verse of today: ”Jesus immediately  reached out his hand and took hold of him saying 
to him, ‘O you of little faith, why did you doubt?’” Matt. 14:31  Take one thing that you admit to 
being fearful of.  Write it out.  Find an article about it and print it out. Or if it’s a person print out 
their picture and put it up on mirror or fridge (ADMIT MY FEAR).  Then take this card and put it on 
top or right next to it so you can see it every day.  Tell yourself: Jesus I know you’re here and care 
and can see me through this.  I’m going to choose to focus on you and not my fear!

PRAY - When you’ve done the first two steps, this 3rd one becomes easy.  You’ve already admitted your 
fear and you’ve visually put up the choice of FAITH OR FEAR.  Now your prayer is as simple as Peter’s 
prayer.  “Lord save me.”  Jesus, get me through this.  Help me.  I can’t do this without you!

We (Inspiration)
Can you imagine how this would make a difference in your life?  For one thing you’d never have to be 
afraid of fear any more.  Which means you’d never be immobilized, stuck where you are by fear.  Fear 
would be your signal to practice your faith.

Think about that job you have that you’re not certain you’ll keep.  Another opportunity to look for Jesus!

Think of that boss you’re frightened of.  More FAITH, more confidence, better performance.

Afraid of that MRI report?  Just another opportunity to PRACTICE FAITH by looking for Jesus.

What would it mean for the way you raise your kids the next time they’re afraid.  Teach them!

What about the fears in your marriage relationship?  Admit. (Talk to each other) then Pray together!

I’m not saying that if you’ll only have FAITH all your problems will go away.  Far from it.  Peter and Jesus 
both walked on the water, but they were both eventually martyred too.  That was not the end of their story 
for either of them, and not matter what you’re facing, if you’re a Christ follower, it won’t be the end of your 
story either.  No matter what you’re facing, no matter how difficult, no matter how real, it’s better to have 
FAITH than not have FAITH.  It’s better to see Jesus in the middle of the storm than to miss him.

PRAY.


